
Journey Management Solution
Easy-to-Use. Safety Focused. All-in-One.

Field Safe's Journey Management
Solution Highlights

Pre-trip risk assessments are conducted, with
a score of high, medium, or low assigned.

Predetermined workflows and guidance on
how to proceed is then communicated.

Travel risks are identified ahead of time, and
continually evaluated throughout the trip to
protect against changes in weather and
other conditions.

Incident details (including photos) are easily
documented and submitted.

Intel is used to proactively and predictably
reduce travel risks and optimize route
planning.

One of the Riskiest Times of a
Worker's Day is While In a Vehicle

According to the National Institute for Safety and
Health, work-related crashes in the US cost employers $39 
 Billion USD in 2019. Approximately 17,000 workers died in
vehicle crashes between 2011 and 2019. And 50% of work-
related deaths in the oil and gas extraction industry are due
to vehicle crashes.

Canadian Occupational Safety ranked vehicle-related
incidents #6 on its March 2022 list of Most Common
Preventable Workplace Accidents. According to the
article, in Canada in 2020, there were 1,745 motor vehicle
fatalities and 7,868 serious injuries. 
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Improve Your Workers' Safety
from Vehicle to Site
Field Safe's Journey Management Solution tracks the
status of a trip from beginning to end. 

Risk is assessed (high, medium, or low) before you
start and recommendations for how best to proceed
are then calculated and communicated.

"Operating a vehicle is one of the riskiest jobs any employee can perform.
Thanks to our easy-to-use solution, you can track the progress of all journeys

and receive immediate feedback should any issue occur at any point along the
way. Field Safe gives organizations peace of mind that their people are

accounted for anywhere in the world." ~ Cam Barrett - CEO        

https://ca.linkedin.com/company/field-safe-solutions
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/motorvehicle/resources/crashdata/facts.html
https://www.thesafetymag.com/ca
https://www.thesafetymag.com/ca/topics/injuries-and-fatalities/10-most-common-preventable-workplace-accidents/400746


Field Safe’s easy-to-use health and safety
solution and smarter workflows methodology
connect workers and help our clients save
time, save money, and save lives. We do this by
simplifying the sharing of field data and
facilitating real-time communication among
workers and management at any time,
anywhere in the world.

About Us

Our Partners
Our approach to innovation includes forging
strategic partnerships with like minded
industry-leading companies that have
complementary products and services. 

Corporate Head Office:     
Suite 1350, 707 7 Avenue SW    
Calgary, AB  T2P 3H6     
1.800.497.7614 

Safety First
Know where your people are and communicate with
them at any time, anywhere in the world.

Real-time awareness of potential hazards means you
can correct and protect your people fast.

Visibility to the complete life cycle of an incident helps
minimize and mitigate future occurrences.

Field Safe integrates with emergency service providers
to provide active monitoring of users.  Workers know
that in the event of an incident, help will soon be on
the way.

Additional Benefits 
Respond to  Changing Road, Weather
and Other Travel Conditions.
In the event of an incident, information is easily
documented and shared from the vehicle to
emergency responders and head office.

Win More Business. 
A digital safety solution helps prove you are a
safety-conscious vendor.

Lower Operating Costs and Meet
Environmental Mandates. 
Save trees, lower C02 emissions and lighten your
carbon footprint. Routes are optimized in the
event of a detour or other change in the path to
your destination.

Maintain Security Compliance. 
Our SOC 2 compliance certification means we
meet the highest industry standards for data
security.
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 Save Time, Save Money, and Save Lives 
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